RDB has been dominant in the industry for the last decade. OODB is recognized as a post-relational technology that can improve productivity. Hierarchical Database and Network Database were popular in the '70s, and have been developed into legacy database systems. The DBMS of various data models have proliferated into many companies, and become their important assets. There is a need to integrate these database system into a data warehouse in the company. We investigate a solution to the problem by offering an architecture of a universal database for the connectivity of various DBMSs using different data models. A frame model is chosen to represent the conceptual and logical schema of the universal database, which structures an application domain into classes organized via generalization, aggregation and user-defined relationships, and its data in relational tables. The schemas of the existing database systems are translated into frame model conceptual schemas which are integrated into a global frame model in a knowledge representation that includes classes for object structure descriptions and constraints for supporting user-defined relationships. The universal database is implemented by a relational DBMS as a kernel. In addition to relational tables, the universal database consists of program area to emulate database navigation in nonrelational DBMS, method classes to implement program calls to emulate methods of OODBMS, and constraint classes to preserve semantic and resolve naming conflicts in schema translation and integration. To ensure each database program access the universal database, a database gateway for each source DBMS is developed to translate their DML into SQL, which is chosen to be its kernel database language, for its user-friendliness, standardization and popularity in the industry.
Introduction
RDB has been a legacy system since '80s. It has limitations in multimedia systems, intensive engineering application and foreign keys data redundancy. OODB is comparatively abstractive, flexible and productive in database system development and enhancement. There is an increasing trend for organizations to adopt OODB as well as RDB to take the advantage of object-oriented technology. Due to the high risk of changeover, legacy systems of HDB and NDB are still in operation in many companies. To protect companies' investments in database systems, overnight conversion from one database systems to another is too costly and difficult to be adopted. Research surveys on database users show that coexistence of database systems is a likely option. Our objective is to let users run their production database systems without interruption, and use advanced data models for new applications in the same platform. As a result, the old and the new database systems can coexist to form a data warehouse. This paper offers an architecture of a universal database to meet the requirements of the interoperability among various data models. The methodology translates existing data models into a frame model of the universal database. The frame model consists of the active and dynamic data structure of the legacy data models with the constraints structures to resolve their synonyms and homonyms conflicts. The frame model logical schema in class format is shown in Table 1 1 and stores the method (operations) of each class. The frame model logical schema in relation format is the same as the relational schema to implement the frame model logical schema in class format. Table 1 The frame model logical schema in class format Header Class{ Class_Name /* a unique name in all system */ The frame model consists of two classes: static classes and active classes. Static classes represent factual data entities and active classes represent rule entities. An active class is event driven, obtaining data from the database when invoked by a certain event. The static class stores data in its own database. The two classes use the same structure. Combining these two types of objects within the inheritance hierarchy structure enables the frame model represent heterogeneous knowledge. The structure of a class includes four main parts: header, attributes, methods, and constraints as follows:
• Header classes -Every header class includes basic frame information to represent the class entity. The header of the class structure includes Class_Name, Parents, Operation, and Class_Type. The Class_Name is a class identifier, a unique name defined by the application developer. Parents represent the generalization/specialization relationship between the current class and its super class. Each class can contain a call to an interactive SQL command file to emulate a method in OODB. Class_Type describes the type of class. Static class is for static data instance and active class is for invoking event-driven rules. The Primary_Key assists the system to define the semantics of an object identifier.
• Attribute classes -These represent the properties of a class. A particular object has a value for each of its attributes. The attribute values of each object become a major part of the data stored in the database. An attribute composed of several more basic attributes is a composite attribute. Attributes that are not divisible are atomic attributes. An attribute value can be derived from the related attributes or objects. For example, for a particular person object, the value of Age can be determined from the current date and the value of the person's date of birth. This type of attribute is a virtual attribute in the frame model, and is the result of a deductive rule or an active rule.
• Method classes -Rules extend the semantics of the data. The specification of rules is an important part of semantic data modeling, since many of the facts in the real world are derived rather than consisting of pure data 2 . It is increasingly important to integrate rules into data models in new information systems. A crucial characteristic of the frame model is that the paradigm provides mechanisms for structuring and sharing not only data, but also the methods that act on the data. The frame model uses this characteristic to integrate rules and operations into its model. The methods of the frame model represent the behavior, the active rules, and the deductive rules of a particular object. The behavior representation of the frame model is reflected by the different needs of user communities. The method body takes a production rule structure in the frame model.
• Constraints -There are many properties of data that cannot be captured in the form of structures. These properties essentially serve as additional restrictions on the values of the data and how the data may be related. For example, there may be a restriction that if a person is head of a department, the person must belong to the department. Such restrictions cannot be expressed in terms of structures, but must be captured by some additional mechanism. It is a primary consideration of database technology to ensure data correctness and consistency. This requires the system to support integrity constraint functions. These functions are required to allow proper handling of updates of knowledge for interrelated actions and active database rules. There are many semantics present in constraints that can be very useful. Constraints can be used to prevent a possibly expensive database search operation 3 . The constraint technology used in current database systems requires different levels of integrity constraint.
To resolve the synonyms and homonyms conflicts among data models, their locations are defined in synonyms and homonyms tables, and active classes are provided to define their constraints. To ensure the interoperability among data models, an efficient way is to translate them into a frame model. The translated frame model can be integrated into a global frame model by identifying their related semantics.
The frame model conceptual schema can be represented in a diagram in Figure 1 . The emphasis is on representation at a schema level rather than at an instance level. This is useful because a knowledge schema rarely changes; whereas the extension may change frequently. The schema is usually easier to display than the extension of a knowledge base, because it is compact. The frame model conceptual schema integrates the conceptual requirements of individual users into a single "community" view. The frame model logical schema describes the version of the frame model in conceptual schema that can be presented to the DBMS 4 The universal database system consists of following components as shown in Figure 3 .
• Schema: the global frame model conceptual schema, the frame model conceptual schema, the frame model logical schema and the frame model internal schema. 
Related work
There are many research on universal database and database connectivity. Date 5 provided an universal data structure for hierarchical, network and relational data models. Hsiao 6 implemented an universal database that converted other databases' schemas, data and programs into his universal model. UniSQL/M 7 database gateway applies a client/server architecture approach that allows programs of client access server database of different DBMSs. Microsoft's ODBC software tool allows connectivity among relational DBMSs in the same platform. Hsiao converted existing database programs to his universal database programs before operation. Tardieu & Franckson 8 proposed an exogeneous approach to abstract ER model into an object management on a hierarchy of meta data where each level being a generalization of the lower one. Tawbi et al 9 suggested an Event-Condition-Action rules, specified as Ada tasks, giving the system the capability to react automatically to critical situations which can happen in the database. However, UniSQL/M needs 2n database gateways for existing database programs to access other databases where n is the number of different DBMSs. Date and ODBC can integrate nonrelational and relational data models except OODB. Hsiao's method does not include OODB, and is proprietary. Tardieu & Franckson used the meta data approach which is complicated with many levels for implementation. Tawbi et al's idea is based to a computer language Ada, not a general solution. Their limitations are severe and unacceptable for companies who want to reengineer their existing database programs without interrupting their production systems. The universal database in this paper can help users develop replicated databases for data warehousing without impact to their production. The universal database is an improvement to them because it allows existing database programs access n databases via n database gateways only. The requirement of the universal database is the data quality of the source database which can be ensured by data cleaning in pre-processing 10 . Data mining can also be applied to derive hidden relationships between data elements and data integration using statistical techniques 11 .
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Schema translation from various data models to frame model
Schema translation is the first step to implement the universal database. After schemas of all existing database systems are translated to the frame model, a global view of the universal database can be provided to the users. For the new development, their conceptual schema must be the global frame model. The followings are the representation of different semantics by various data models and the frame model. There is an one-to-one mapping from HDB/NDB/RDB/OODB to the frame model schema.
Sub-step 1 Preserve entity semantic
A uniquely identifiable significant object in an application is an entity. In RDB, it is a relation. In NDB, it is a record. In HDB, it is a segment. In OODB, it is a class. They can be mapped to a class in frame model logical schema. Since frame model database engine is a RDBMS, the frame model internal schema is the same as RDB. However, if the existing OODB schema is mapped to frame model, the Object Identity is mapped as key in the frame Frame model conceptual schema Sub-step 2 Preserve relationship semantic Entities related to each other via relationship. In RDB, the foreign key must be on the "n" side if the cardinality is 1:n. The foreign key can be on either side if the cardinality is 1:1. A relationship relation must be created if the cardinality is m:n. In NDB, relationship between entities is represented by Set. For binary relationship, it is mapped to a Set between an owner and a member record in 1:n cardinality. It is mapped to two Sets between two owners and one member records if the cardinality is m:n between the two owners. For n-ary relationship, there are n Sets between n owners and one member record. In HDB, relationship is represented by pointer between parent and child segments in 1:n cardinality. For m:n relationship, a relationship segment must be created to represent it. For n-ary relationship, it is mapped to a parent segment and n child segments. In OODB, association between classes is represented by association attribute and its inverse association attribute. The association attribute is an object in a class which points to an object in another class. The data type of the association attribute must be multiple valued if the cardinality is 1:n, and a single value if the cardinality is 1:1. For m:n relationship, an association class can be created to link the two associated classes via two single-valued attributes. In frame model logical schema, for a m:n cardinality, a static class can be created to store the associations between the two associated classes. Existence dependency can be represented by weak entity. The existence of the weak entity depends on its strong entity. In RDB, this semantic can be represented in composite key. Whenever a weak relation is created, it must have a composite key pointing to a strong relation. Whenever a strong relation is deleted, its weak relation must be deleted. In NDB, this can be represented in a Set with mandatory automatic membership. Whenever a member record is created, it must be assigned to an owner record automatically. In HDB, such semantic can be represented by its pointer structure between its parent and child segments. In OODB, the existence dependency can be implemented through methods. The method of a subclass checks the existence of its dependable class before creating its own object. The method of the dependable class deletes its dependent object before deleting its own object. In frame model, constraint can be used to implement the existence dependency semantic. 
Sub-step 4 Preserve aggregation semantic
Aggregation semantic can be represented by an aggregation entity. A binary relationship between two entities is treated as an entity when the binary relationship relates to another entity. In RDB, this semantic is represented in compound composite key. Whenever a relationship relation is created, it must have a composite key pointing to the primary keys of two relations. The composite key appears in the third relation as a foreign key. In NDB, this is represented in a relationship record between two owner records. An aggregation occurs when the member record acts as an owner record by connecting it to another member record. In HDB, such semantic is represented by a logical child segment that links to a logical parent segment. In OODB, the aggregation semantic is implemented by an associated class which links two association classes through association attributes. In frame model, such semantic is represented by aggregation in conceptual schema and implemented by frame model logical schema. Generalization semantic is represented by subclass entity and superclass entity. The domain value of the former is a subset of the domain value of the latter. For disjoint generalization, the data occurrences of subclass entities occurs in one subclass entity only. For overlap generalization, there is no such restriction. In RDB, this semantic can be represented by relations having the same primary keys. The one with a primary key that acts as a foreign key is a subclass relation. An optional predicate field in the superclass relation differentiates its subclass data occurrence. In NDB, this is represented in a hierarchy structure with an owner record as a superclass entity, and its member records as subclass entities. The constraints of superclass and subclass with disjoint generalization must be implemented by programs. In HDB, such semantic is represented by a hierarchy structure in the same way as in the NDB. In OODB, the existence dependency is implemented through inheritance. The subclass inherits the attributes and the methods of its superclass. The disjoint generalization is implemented by the methods of the subclasses. When creating a disjoint object in the frame model, constraints must be enforced to ensure the same object not occurring in another subclass. In frame model, logic and generalization are used to enforce semantics constraint. Sub-step 6 Preserve categorization semantic Categorization semantic is represented by subclass entities and superclass entities. The domain value of the former is a subset of the union domain value of the latter. The data occurrences of subclass entities is subset to its superclasses. In RDB, this semantic is represented in relations having the same primary keys. The one with a primary key that acts as a foreign key is a subclass relation. In NDB, this can be represented by having one member record as a subclass entity, and its owner records as its superclass entities. The constraints of the inheritence of the member record to one of its owner record is enforced by programs. In HDB, the categorization semantic is represented by its hierarchy structure with the parent segment as the subclass entity and child segment as its superclass entities. In OODB, the categorization semantics is implemented through single inheritance. An object of subclass inherits one of its superclass. Such constraint must be implemented by the method of the subclass. In frame model, the symbol of logic and generalization describe the categorization semantics. 4 Schema integration of frame models into a global frame model conceptual schema
Schema integration provides a global view of multiple schemas. It involves using a bottom up approach to integrate existing database into a global database by pairs as follows:
Begin For each existing database do Begin If its conceptual schema does not exist then reconstruct its frame model conceptual schema by reverse engineering; For each pair of existing databases' frame models schema A and schema B do begin resolve semantic conflicts between frame model schema A and schema B;/step1/ Merge classes between frame model schema A and schema B; /*step2*/ Merge relationships between frame model schema A and schema B; /*step3*/ end end end
The following three major steps must be followed in its sequence.
Step 1. Resolve conflicts among frame model conceptual schemas. class(X 2 ) ← class(A) cardinality (X 1 , X 2 ) ← 1:n end; e.g.. Categorization (X 1 ) ← (class X c1 , class X c2 ) (I(X 2 ) isa I(Xc 1 )) ∨ (I(X 2 ) isa I(Xc 2 )) /* X 2 is subtype to X c1 or X c2 */ end; e.g. Case study of resolving naming conflict between two frame models To solve the semantic conflict problem between different attributes, active classes are introduced to the frame model. For instance, the value "vacancy" in the Employment attribute of the Employee class in a frame model indicates that the employee is available for assignment to a new project. In another frame model, the same information is represented by another attribute Availability with values "yes" or "no". To resolve this conflict problem, a method class can be created as an active class to derive the Availability attribute from the vacancy attribute. The active class can resolve the conflict by the following method in figure 4 . The corresponding frame model logical schema in class format is as follows: 
Data Conversion from legacy databases to universal database
To ensure users of different database systems access each other's databases, they are migrated into a universal database for information retrieval. The global frame model is the conceptual model of the universal database. There are two kinds of data in the files:
• Prime data: the frame model logical schema in relation format for data storage.
• Dynamic rules: the frame model logical schema in relation format for constraints implementation.
Logical data approach in data conversion is applied here. The data of legacy databases are dumped into files. Related data in a record, a segment, or a class are unloaded into a sequential file. The relational tables of RDB are same as the relational tables of the frame model. Thus, there is no need for data conversion to the relational table. The detailed algorithm for data conversion from object-oriented/network/hierarchical to frame model relational database can be described as follows:
Phase I: Unload records of legacy databases into sequential files (a) Case of converting object-oriented database to frame model relational database:
According to the translated frame model, the objects and its referenced OID of each class will be unloaded into a sequential file as follows:
1. Map association attribute (referenced OID) to a foreign key by locating its associated class's "primary key" as a result of schema translation. 2. Unload objects of each class into a sequential file with its OID.
Program Unload OODB into sequential files: Begin Get all class C 1 , C 2 …C n within an OODB schema; For i = 1 to n do Begin while C i object found do begin Get the referred associated attribute's object from C p where C p is an associated class of C i ; Map the referred object to "foreign key" as a result of schema translation from OODB to frame model; Output non-referred attributes and "foreign key" to a sequential file; end; end; end;
Case of converting network database to frame model relational database: According to the translated frame model, the data of each record will be unloaded into a sequential file as follows:
1. Create a template file to define the NDB schema and its translated frame model. 2. Unload NDB into sequential files. In the unload process, with the help of template files from step 1, an unload program will read all record occurrences of each record type of the NDB from bottom up and map each record type in a sequential file 12 .
Program Unload NDB to sequential files begin /*n=number of record types, m= number of levels in each path expression */ Get all record type N 1 , N 2 ….N n within input NDB schema; For i = 1 to n do /* for each target record type N i */ while N i record occurrence found do begin IF it is first occurrence THEN obtain first record N i within area ELSE obtain next record N i within area; For j = m-1 to 1 do /* read target record owner records by database navigation from level m-1 to level 1, a system-owned records */ Obtain owner records keys K i (1), K i (2) Case of converting hierarchical database to frame model relational database:
According to the translated frame model, the data of each segment will be unloaded into a sequential file as follows:
1. Map each segment "Access path" key to a attribute. 2. Perform unload process by reading all segment data top down. Writing data of each segment type along with its "access path" key to a sequential file.
Program Unload HDB to sequential files Begin /* H = the number of segment types */ Get all segment type H 1 , H 2,.. H h from the hierarchical input schema; For i = 1 to h do /* for each target segment type */ Begin Get H i1 , H i2… H ii segment types; /*get target segment H ii parent segments H i1… H i(i-1) */ Let j = 1 /* start from level 1 of root segment */ While j > 0 do /* processing all target segment occurrences */ Begin case j of j=1: begin /* process all root segment occurrences */ Get next H i1 segment; IF segment found THEN Let j = j + 1 /* go down toward target segment */ ELSE Let j = j -1 /* go up to get out of the loop */ End i>j>1: begin /* set up parentage position */ Get next within parent H ij segment; IF segment found THEN Let j = j + 1 /*go down toward target segment*/ ELSE Let j = j -1; /* go up toward root segment */ end; j=i: begin /* process target segment */ while H ii segment found do begin Get next within parent H ii segment; /*set up parentage */ Case H ii segment identifier type of "F": output H ii segment with its parent segment keys H m to sequential file i; /* fully internally identified */ /*H m =the concatenation of parent segment keys of H i segment*/ "P": output H ii segment along with H i1 (key), H i2 (key)…H i(i-1) (key), H ii (key) to sequential file i; /* partially internally identified */ "I": output H i1 segment along with H i1 (key), H i2 (key)… …H i(i-1) (key),.sequence# to sequential file i; /*internally unidentified*/ case-end; while-end; Let j = j -1; /* go up toward root segment */ End; case-end; while-end; for-end; end.
Phase 2: Upload sequential files to the universal database When the unloaded sequential files are reloaded to the universal database, the prime data are reloaded first. Then, the referenced data are reloaded using modify statements.
Case study of converting network database to relational table of universal database
Before converting data from NDB to RDB, a translated relational schema(frame model internal schema) must be defined before conversion. Figure 5 shows a NDB schema of an university enrollment system and its database with the following steps to demonstrate the different stages in the conversion process: 
Program conversion from legacy databases to universal database
To translate the legacy database program into the embedded-SQL program, the nature of each DML must be considered. The DML of HDB (e.g. IMS) and NDB (e.g. IDMS) is procedural and navigational while the DML of RDB (e.g. SQL) and OODB (e.g. OSQL and UniSQL) is non-procedural and set oriented. Thus, the translation from IMS or IDMS to SQL is reverse engineering from low to high abstract level while the translation of OSQL to SQL is peer-to-peer with the same abstract level. The processing of IMS and IDMS statements is emulated by SQL statements, and the processing of OSQL by SQL as follows( Since SQL is used as the kernel database language, the source and target database language are the same, there is no need for transaction translation.)
Case of query translation from OSQL to SQL:(by converting is the database access path)
Step Step 2: Create OSQL query graph
Classes in OSQL are defined in FROM clause. Searching conditions and navigation path is defined in WHERE clause. To create query graph of OSQL, classes and navigation path of OSQL are formed by tracing the associationattribute.
Step 3: Map OSQL query graph to SQL query graph
The mapping of OSQL query graph to SQL query graph is the same as schema mapping from OSQL to SQL. Step 4: Transform OSQL to SQL query language.
From the query graph, subclass inherit attributes from superclass. The OSQL class navigation access path is transformed to SQL relation join access path. Path expression of OSQL will be modified according to the syntax of SQL query.
For example, map the following OSQL query to SQL query in Figure 6 Select motor.cover.description, motor.cover.vehicle_no, motor.policy#, motor.premium from motor where motor.premium > 500.00 and motor.cover not = Null
Step 1 Explicit query language syntax transformation Attributes_list-1: motor.cover.description, motor.cover.vehicle_no, motor.policy#, motor.premium class_list:
motor, vehicle navigation_path: motor.cover = vehicle.cover search_condition: motor.premium > 500.00 and motor.cover not = Null
Step 2 and 3 Create OSQL query graph and map it to SQL query graph The inclusion dependency involved in the OODB query language is motor.cover ⊆ vehicle.cover
The relation Item in RDB is a relationship relation between relation Supplier and relation Part. The OODB query graph and SQL query graph can be shown below:
Step 4 The emulated interactive SQL statement is as follows:
The translated SQL file: Select vehicle.desciption, vehicle.vehicle#, motor.policy#, motor.premium from vehicle, cover, motor where vehicle.vehicle# = cover.vehicle# and motor.policy# = cover.policy# and motor.prem > 500.00 Each IDMS DML statement will be translated into corresponding SQL statement as follows:
Emulate Obtain statement of IDMS into Select statement of SQL -
The output of Obtain statement is to shift the cursor of a record or Set pointer. To emulate such statement in RDB, template of each relation and pointer for each foreign key must be set up to emulate the record template and Set pointer in the NDB. The cursor of the NDB can be mapped to an emulated cursor of SQL. The record search of Obtain statement is then interpreted by the table search of Select statement. But the output of the Select must be one tuple instead of a set of tuples.
Emulate Insert statement into Insert statement -
To insert a record in the NDB, cursor of the target record must be set up before insert. Similarly, such set up can be done in the Obtain statement before insert. The output is the creation of an additional record in NDB which maps to an additional tuple in the universal database. To illustrate the emulation algorithm in a case study, the following is a NDB program that is to be emulated by an embedded SQL program to access the universal database in Figure 5 . In order to emulate the processing of the NDB program by the universal database system which use a relational DBMS as a kernel system, the same facilities must be created as in the network DBMS. Our approach is to treat each record as a relational 
Prototype
A prototype has been implemented for schema translation from RDB schema to frame model. The process is to capture the semantics of entity, weak entity, cardinalityy, isa, generalization, categorization and aggregation of the relations in relational schema to the header, attribute, method and constraint classes in the frame model. The translation process can be accomplished partially by data querying/data mining its semantics derived from the physical relational database data occurrences with minimum users supervision. For example, the subclass and superclass relations can be derived by confirming all the subclass relation tuples appear in its superclass relation tuples with the same primary key 15 .The constraints of the source RDB schema can be preserved by the data operation in the method class and constraint class in the frame model. A sample of the frame report can be shown in Figure 8 .
For the application of frame model, users can use SQL to access the frame model database. A frame model Application Program Interface has been developed 16 to invoke the data operation in the frame model for data semantics management. The API process handles the method defined by Constraint class during data modification. The process defined and executed by RDBMS is to provide triggering event fired on the class. When RDBMS process is invoked, it will check from the Constraint class for any associated method. If method is defined in the Constraint class, the method definition will be queries. The process will invoke the stored procedure defined by the queried method definition. If executed result returned by stored procedure violated the rule defined in Constraint class, error message will be returned to the user (refer to Figure 9 
Conclusion
This paper describes a frame model approach to implement a universal database to integrate hierarchical, network, relational and object-oriented data model into an uniform frame model. The frame model in the form of conceptual schema is for data modelling technique. The frame model in the form of logical schema is for Data Definition Luaguage. The frame model consists of classes to preserve constraints after schema translation and integration, and includes relational table to store actual data. The frame model has an operation attribute to store program call to emulate method of OODB. The processing of universal database has five steps: schema translation, schema integration, data conversion, DML emulation and RDBMS processing. Each source database system converts their schema and data into universal databases to form a data warehouse for decision support s ystem. In order for existing database program access the universal database, their DMLs are emulated into SQL statements, which are executed by the kernel relational DBMS. Templates and cursors are set up to emulate the program workarea and pointers in network and hierarchical database. The benefit of the universal database is to let database systems users share their databases among each other without program changes. The impact of this methodology is let database systems integrate each other via universal database in the same way as computer networks connect each other via the Internet.
Compared with other related work, the major contribution of the universal database is its introduction of frame model which can capture data semantics as well as data operation in a meta data as a knowledge-based system and its abilities to resolve constraints conflicts between different data models in the heterogeneous DBMS environment. Furthermore, since schema translation can be done in pre-process, the transaction translation in the database gateway can also be done by DML substitution without much delay at the run time. The performance of the database gateway is thus acceptable for data warehousing.
